Induced radioresistance: an aspect of induced repair.
Irradiation of Escherichia coli cells with UV or X-rays followed by incubation under conditions in which protein synthesis can occur results in a population of cells that is resistant to X-rays; however, this resistance develops only if the cells are recA+ and lexA+, a fact that associates the phenomenon with induced (S.O.S.) repair. By observing separately the component of a culture that is resistant and the component that retains its normal growth, the fraction of induced and uninduced cells for a dose of UV or X-rays can be estimated. Such estimates show that the dose-response for UV induction of resistant cells agrees with that of the recA gene product. Thus induced radioresistance is considered to be due to the changes in the cell occasioned by the derepression of recA and lexA. These changes are expected to be involved with the synapsis of homologous genomes that is necessary for the use of a second genome to repair damage occurring in both strands of a duplex at the same base, as exemplified by a double-strand break or an interstrand crosslink. This consideration is additionally supported by the increased resistance of cells grown to contain multiple genomes in the same envelope, an increased resistance not found in recA- or lexA- cells. The condition of a completed chromosome is also resistant, again not in recA- or lexA- cells. We suggest that cell killing by X-rays is due to the double-strand breaks which are not repaired by molecular synapsis before the arrival of the replication polymerase at the break.